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Figure 1. ORCSolver is able to adapt a layout between different sizes and orientations at near-interactive rates, based on a single layout specification.
The layout is adjusted to fit the aspect ratio, and the optional “CHI2019” logo and buttons 1, 2, 3 are automatically removed as space gets scarce.
ABSTRACT
OR-constrained (ORC) graphical user interface layouts unify
conventional constraint-based layouts with flow layouts, which
enables the definition of flexible layouts that adapt to screens
with different sizes, orientations, or aspect ratios with only
a single layout specification. Unfortunately, solving ORC
layouts with current solvers is time-consuming and the needed
time increases exponentially with the number of widgets and
constraints. To address this challenge, we propose ORCSolver,
a novel solving technique for adaptive ORC layouts, based on a
branch-and-bound approach with heuristic preprocessing. We
demonstrate that ORCSolver simplifies ORC specifications at
runtime and our approach can solve ORC layout specifications
efficiently at near-interactive rates.
Author Keywords
GUI builder, layout manager, constraint-based layout, visual
interface design, visual programming, optimization
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→ User interface toolkits;
INTRODUCTION
Constraint-based layout models have been widely used in
many graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for applications because
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they are more flexible and powerful than other layout models.
For instance, Apple’s AutoLayout [59] adapts interfaces on
different devices ranging from desktops to smartphones and
CSS’s Flex(ible) Box1 uses constraints to fit the content and
solve alignment problems dynamically. Constraint-based lay-
out models can align widgets across different groups, which is
impossible with grid layouts. Yet, common constraint-based
layout models are not without limitations. They cannot sup-
port flow layouts, and despite their flexibility, device diversity
has been a long-term challenge for them. Even with constraint-
based layouts, separate layout specifications need to be defined
for different sizes, orientations (portrait and landscape), or as-
pect ratios of the screens. Such multiple specifications can be
hard to maintain and to keep consistent.
To address these problems, Jiang et al. [38] proposed an ap-
proach for constraint-based graphical user interface layouts
based on OR-constraints (ORC). An OR-constraint is a dis-
junction of multiple constraints, where only one needs to be
true. ORC layouts specify adaptive GUIs for different devices,
as they can adapt a GUI to screens with different sizes, orien-
tations, and aspect ratios with predictable results, using only a
single layout specification. This has the potential to make GUI
design more efficient and less error-prone, as designers do
not need to manually synchronise changes between different
layout specifications for different devices. However, solving
ORC layouts is currently slow, due to the computational com-
plexity involved. Solving OR- and soft constraints is more
challenging than solving hard constraints due to the combina-
torial explosion. Modern constraint solvers such as Z3 [10]
cannot handle OR-constraints efficiently, as they need to eval-
1CSS Flex Box: https://w3schools.com/css/css3_flexbox.asp
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uate very large numbers of potential combinations. Although
Jiang et al. [38] stated that ORC specifications can be solved
interactively, the solving time in their experiments increased
dramatically with the number of widgets. For example, their
approach took almost 2 seconds to solve a layout with only 30
widgets.
Here, we propose ORCSolver – a novel efficient solving tech-
nique for adaptive GUI layout with OR-constraints. ORC-
Solver is the first solver that can solve complex, realistic lay-
outs made of linear constraints, flows, and their combinations
at near-interactive rates. ORCSolver uses a heuristic opti-
mization algorithm to reduce the computational complexity of
solving adaptive GUI layouts with OR-constraints. Instead of
feeding many OR- and soft constraints directly into a general-
purpose solver, such as Z3 [10], we use a branch-and-bound
algorithm with efficient heuristics to reduce the solution space
and discard branches based on bounding criteria. We then
produce a smaller set of constraints, which represent the same
layout as the original set but are tailored to the current screen
size and have thus drastically reduced complexity. We demon-
strate that our solving technique can significantly reduce the
solving time for adaptive GUI layouts with OR-constraints,
making the following contributions:
• A formal notation for ORC layouts, which can be fed into
our ORCSolver and help to formalise solving strategies.
• A novel solving technique for ORC layouts, based on a
branch-and-bound approach with interval arithmetic and
modular heuristics, which drastically reduces solving time.
• A set of heuristics to reduce the number of constraints in
ORC layout specifications during solving. We formalize the
solver as a framework with pluggable heuristics.
• Experimental evidence of the efficiency of our approach
through comparison with three other solvers, which demon-
strates that ORC layouts can be solved much more effi-
ciently (e.g., more than two orders of magnitude faster than
Z3 with more than 100 widgets).
BACKGROUND
Linear constraint layouts have been widely used for responsive
web design [28, 43] and mobile apps [60, 71]. Constraint-
based layouts are easier to maintain compared to programming
approaches [49, 50] and overcome common limitations of
other layout models, such as an inability to align widgets
across containment hierarchies [42] and maintenance issues
[41, 76]. Constraint-based layout specifications are usually
systems of linear equations and inequalities, being either hard
or soft constraints.
Soft and Hard Linear Constraints: Hard constraints are ones
which must be satisfied, while soft constraints can be neglected
if not all constraints can be satisfied simultaneously. Soft
constraints form a hierarchy, where each has a weight to define
its priority [6]. Higher weights are given to more important
widgets, which implies higher priority. Hard constraints are
soft constraints with infinite weights.
OR-Constraints: OR-constraints are disjunctive, where the
entire constraint functions as a hard one, while each disjunctive
part is a soft constraint. Only one disjunctive part needs to
be satisfied to make the OR-constraint true. OR-constraints
are more challenging to solve than hard constraints. For OR-
constraints, solvers typically need to check multiple cases
to identify a branch in each disjunctive constraint that can
be satisfied, while for soft constraints, their attached weights
necessitate decisions about which ones should be neglected
and which ones satisfied.
Interval Arithmetic: Interval arithmetic is useful for solving
systems of equations and inequalities [54]. This numerical
method puts bounds on each variable to identify ranges that
contain promising solutions, to quickly identify valid solutions
for complex optimization problems. When we apply a function
f to an uncertain value x, the result is uncertain since the input
x is indeterminate. Thus, we do not know what the result is
or how far we are from it. Instead of using x as the input,
we work with an interval [a,b] that contains x. Since all its
operations are closed, after we apply the function f to the
interval [a,b] with interval arithmetic, the resulting interval
[c,d] must contain the accurate value of f (x). We use interval
arithmetic to rule out impossible or ineffective solutions. Once
we know that the best solution must be in an interval [c,d], we
can rule out all the potential solutions outside of that interval.
Branch & Bound (B&B): The B&B algorithm [44] is a well-
known approach to solving combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. This search algorithm explores the branches of a rooted
tree. Each branch contains a subset of the solution set. With
this, B&B recursively divides the search space into smaller
subspaces and minimizes an objective function on all of them.
Once it finds that a branch cannot contain an optimal solution,
it discards that branch and does not explore its subtree further.
Zeidler et al. [78] used B&B to automatically generate layouts
for alternative screen orientations. They investigated only mo-
bile device rotation, but not different screen sizes. Other layout
generation approaches such as SUPPLE [23] also used B&B.
All these approaches suffer from combinatorial explosion.
Quadratic Programming (QP) Solvers: QP problems [15]
have been widely explored. Most QP solvers are based on three
approaches: active set methods [70] (e.g., qpOASES [13]),
interior point methods [53] (e.g., MOSEK [1], Gurobi [35],
CVXGEN [48], OOQP [26]), and first order methods [15] (e.g.,
SCS [56]). The alternating approach of multipliers (ADMM)
[8], a first order method, is widely used in practice for solving
QP with good convergence behavior. The OSQP solver [4] is
a state of the art QP solver using an improved ADMM method
[8] to avoid strong dependencies on the problem data.
Solving Approaches for OR-Constraints: Previous layout
solvers [3, 7, 16, 30, 31, 37, 45, 47, 61, 62] can only solve
either linear constraint-based layouts or flows but not both,
i.e., cannot solve systems with OR-constraints. Disjunctive
constraints for GUIs were first proposed for non-overlap, i.e.,
to ensure widgets never overlap [46]. However, the proposed
method cannot solve disjoint disjunctions and works only if
solutions can transition continuously between disjuncts with-
out passing through unsatisfiable regions. The ORC layout
approach [38] was the first to use the Z3 solver to deal with
general GUI layouts with various types of OR-constraints. The
Z3 solver [10] is a satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) solver
that is able to solve specifications with disjunctive constraints.
It has been previously used for solving CSS layout specifica-
tions [57] and layout editing [33]. Z3 can handle both disjoint
and non-disjoint disjunctions, which enables this approach to
unify constraint-based and flow layouts. However, both these
approaches suffer from runtime issues.
RELATED WORK
GUI Builders
GUI builders support designers to specify and generate lay-
outs. FormsVBT [2] introduced a textual representation and an
interactive editor for interfaces. Bramble [27] applied differen-
tial constraints to generate graphical editing applications. Gilt
[29] used Graphical Tabs and styles to simplify layout speci-
fications. Amulet [52] allowed developers to combine some
properties of flow and grid layouts programmatically. OPUS
[34] supported direct manipulation interfaces with a graphical
notation. Ibuild [67] allowed users to modify simulations of
layouts. Peridot [51], Druid [64], and Lapidary [72] created
code automatically based on users’ demonstration. UI Façades
[66] afforded direct manipulation to manually reconfigure
and recombine existing interfaces. Modern GUI builder ap-
proaches can create layout constraints robustly based on direct
manipulation [63, 74, 68]. Based on intersections of objects,
Rockit [39] determined graphical constraints in a 2D scene.
Most layouts can be specified as constraint systems [77], and
designing a good constraint system is important for adaptive
GUI layouts: an ambiguous specification with too few con-
straints (‘underspecification’) can lead to unpredictable results,
while too many (‘overspecification’) can lead to conflicts, lack
of valid solutions, and much increased solving times.
UI Generators
Some work proposed to improve GUI customization and adap-
tation [69]. Fogarty et al. [14] supported optimization for
interface generation. SUPPLE [22, 23] automatically gener-
ated user interfaces by minimizing interface operations to meet
screen-size constraints. It was also used to generate GUIs for
Ubicomp apps [17, 20], improve personalization, maintain con-
sistency [21], and generate interfaces for people with physical
disabilities [11, 18, 24, 25]. Arnauld [19] learned and gener-
ated the parameters of cost functions in optimization-based
systems. Other tools generated layout alternatives through
templates [36] or modifiable suggestions [65, 71].
Layout Solvers
Given a constraint system, a layout solver is needed to de-
termine a solution for widget positions and sizes. There are
various solvers for constraint-based GUI specifications, using
linear or quadratic programming [3, 5, 7, 30, 40, 73]. They use
objective functions to minimize deviations from an optimal
solution, which can improve aesthetics [75].
CLP(R) [37] includes constraints in logic programming for
linear equalities and inequalities. It gradually optimizes the
variables, but is not suitable for interactive use. DeltaBlue
[16, 62] and Skyblue [61] are local propagation constraint
solvers and can handle constraint hierarchies, but cannot solve
Figure 2. a) A Row is a rectangular horizontal arrangement of sub-
layout, and b) a Column a rectangular vertical one. c) Horizontal flow.
Figure 3. ORC layout defined as: Column(HorizontalFlow,
Row(VerticalFlow, TextBox))
simultaneous constraints. Cassowary [3, 7], an incremental
constraint solver for user interface applications, solves linear
equalities and inequalities with an incremental simplex ap-
proach. QOCA [7, 45, 47] applies tableau-based methods to
solve constraint hierarchies. HiRise [30] and HiRise2 [31]
use a simplex method with an LU decomposition-based al-
gorithm and employ ordered constraint hierarchies to solve
linear equality and inequality constraints.
These solvers use different penalty functions (comparators) to
handle soft constraints. For example, Cassowary [7, 3] uses
weighted-sum-better, QOCA [7, 45, 47] uses least-squares-
better, and HiRise [30] and HiRise2 [31] use locally-error-
better to solve constraint hierarchies. These solvers support
linear constraints with priorities and aim to satisfy as many
constraints as possible, subject to priorities.
FORMAL NOTATION
Constraints are low level and hard to specify manually [74];
in most cases, layouts can be expressed in a more abstract and
developer-friendly manner [77]. We provide a formal notation
and corresponding application programming interface (API)2
to enable GUI developers to specify ORC layouts that can be
solved at near-interactive rates by our solver. Similar to other
GUI toolkits, our notation’s layout specifications consist of
recursively nested, rectangular layouts that are all subtypes of
a generic layout supertype. Layouts can be simple widgets,
or full-fledged, modular constraint-based layout specifications
[42]. Similar to other layout models [32], we formalise fixed
horizontal and vertical alignments as Row and Column lay-
out types (Figure 2 a, b), and flow layouts as HorizontalFlow
(HF for short) (Figure 2 c) and VerticalFlow (VF for short).
All ORC layout patterns are similarly represented as layout
types. For example, the layout in Figure 3 can be formal-
ized as Column(HorizontalFlow, Row(VerticalFlow, TextBox)).
The layout uses a Column layout dividing the window into
a horizontal flow and the lower part, which is a Row layout
containing a vertical flow and a text box.
2The full API is included in the open source repository.
Figure 4. ORC layout defined as: Pivot(Column(HorizontalFlow, TextBox))
Pivot Layout: We define a Pivot layout to encode more flex-
ibility into the layout design. The Pivot layout allows the
solver to turn horizontal arrangements into vertical ones, and
vice versa, using OR constraints. By default, the Pivot layout
modifies only its first sub-layout. For example, the layout in
Figure 4 can be formalized as Pivot(Column(HorizontalFlow,
TextBox)). The HorizontalFlow could, e.g., contain toolbar
widgets. By using Pivot, the Column can be turned into a
Row to adapt from a landscape orientation (‘toolbar at the
top’) to a portrait orientation (‘toolbar on the left’). Inter-
nally, the solver breaks the layout down into two alternatives:
Column(HorizontalFlow, TextBox) OR Row(HorizontalFlow,
TextBox). Figure 1 shows a more complex example
with the specification Pivot(Column(HorizontalFlow1, Col-
umn(HorizontalFlow2, Pivot(Column(HorizontalFlow3, Hori-
zontalFlow4))))), with the “CHI2019” logo and the buttons 1,
2, 3 defined as optional in the layout. The first Pivot controls
the numbered buttons, and the second Pivot independently
controls the bottom input fields. If found to be more optimal
by the solver, the first Pivot could move the numbered buttons
to the left while the second Pivot does not change the input
fields (Figure 1 middle→ left), or the first Pivot could keep
the numbered buttons left while the second Pivot turns the
input fields (Figure 1 middle→ right).
Scope: Our formal notation can represent any rectangular
tiling layout, i.e., any grid-like subdivision through linear
constraints [68, 77]. Common layouts such as box, grid, and
flow are directly represented with our formal notation, and
low-level linear constraints can be added where necessary, e.g.,
for alignment across sub-layout boundaries and row-/col-span.
In contrast to other layout notations [3, 7, 45, 47, 74, 77] and
beyond simple resizing or flows, our notation can also specify
how layouts change in response to changing UI sizes.
SOLVING OVERVIEW
ORCSolver is a conceptually new approach, integrating
branch-and-bound, greedy optimization, and quadratic pro-
gramming, which specifically addresses multi-device UI lay-
outs requiring a particularly high degree of solving flexibility
not supported by other solvers, and offers for the first time
multi-device layout solving at near-interactive rates. ORC-
Solver is a general contribution as it can be used for any layout
that can be represented with linear constraints and/or flows,
which includes almost all commonly used layout models and
document layout patterns [38, 68, 74]. Some rare layouts are
currently not supported, such as overlapping elements [77].
Instead of feeding a layout specification with a potentially
large number of OR- and soft constraints directly into a con-
straint solver, ORCSolver uses a B&B algorithm to keep
track of potential solutions for all the sub-layouts and prune
branches based on bounding criteria. It also uses modular
heuristics for each layout type to reduce the number of OR
constraints by adapting sub-layouts to the given layout context,
e.g., the given available size. The result is a much smaller set
of constraints, representing an optimal or near-optimal adap-
tation of the original constraint system to the given layout
context. The resulting system can then be solved much more
quickly than the original using an off-the-shelf solver.
Branch & Bound (B&B)
To start, ORCSolver is given a layout specification in our
formal notation. The specification can contain high-level lay-
out types as well as low-level constraints. ORCSolver then
searches the layout space with B&B by considering feasible
subsets of constraints for each sub-layout and ruling out whole
branches by considering hard constraints and interval bounds
of the objective function. To speed up solving, ORCSolver
prioritizes branches that are likely to lead to optimal solutions.
Selection of Sub-layout Solving Order
To reduce assumptions and speed up B&B, sub-layouts that are
more constrained in their size are processed first. This is done
by prioritising sub-layouts according to their number of firm
edges, i.e., edges that cannot move (much) in the layout. As
ORCSolver optimizes a layout, it defines firm edges iteratively.
Initially, the layout boundaries are the only firm edges. As
ORCSolver processes sub-layouts, their edges become firm
as they are placed in the layout with more certainty. Sub-
layouts are preferentially resolved or simplified with greedy
algorithms if they have a high number of firm edges, which
increases certainty and helps narrow down the search space.
For example, consider a Row at the top of an ORC layout:
the leftmost sub-layout has at least two firm edges (top and
left). Once ORCSolver processes the leftmost sub-layout, new
firm edges are generated around that sub-layout and the next
sub-layout to the right has now also at least two firm edges.
Greedy Algorithms
During B&B, the aforementioned heuristics are applied to the
sub-layouts of an ORC layout. Our heuristics are algorithms
that reduce the number of OR-constraints for the different
layout types. Optimizing complex sub-layouts, such as flows,
with brute-force B&B search leads to combinatorial explo-
sion. Our heuristics make the B&B approach computationally
tractable, which then also assures an overall optimal layout.
ORCSolver uses heuristics for the different ORC layout sub-
types that reduce the number of OR- and soft constraints by
either removing them or changing them into hard constraints,
while at the same time ensuring that the simplified constraint
system is equivalent (or near-equivalent) to the original one.
For example, horizontal flow layouts use an OR-constraint “to
the right of the previous widget OR at the beginning of the
next row”, which is necessary for generality but introduces
one OR-constraint per involved widget. If ORCSolver can es-
timate which widgets should be placed into which rows during
our constraint reduction phase, it can simply assign either a
“to the right of the previous widget” or an “at the beginning of
the next row” constraint to each widget. Both of these are hard
constraints and can be solved easily. Another example is that
each widget typically has minimum, preferred, and maximum
sizes. Typically, these are implemented as hard constraints
that make sure the widget size is larger than or equal to the
minimum size and smaller than or equal to the maximum size,
and also a soft constraint to preferably give it its preferred
size. In many cases, ORCSolver can estimate the final size of
a widget during our heuristic preprocessing, which means it
can then replace all the size constraints of a widget with two
simple hard constraints that set its appropriate size.
Solver Selection
When all sub-layouts have been processed with heuristics and
OR- and soft constraints have been removed as much as pos-
sible, ORCSolver has reached a leaf node of the B&B search
tree. Before backtracking to process sub-layouts with different
parameters, ORCSolver finishes solving the overall layout by
applying a standard solver on the reduced specification. If sev-
eral OR-constraints could not be eliminated, then ORCSolver
uses the Z3 solver as it can efficiently solve general disjunctive
constraints. If all OR-constraints could be eliminated, ORC-
Solver uses a simpler linear solver such as Cassowary [3] or a
quadratic solver such as OSQP [4]. If very few OR-constraints
remain, ORCSolver traverses all possible alternatives using
B&B and solves them with the simpler solver, as for few al-
ternatives this is often faster than using a more general solver
such as Z3.
OPTIMIZING FLOW LAYOUTS
ORC layout unifies constraint-based layout and flow layout
[38]. Optimisation of flow layouts is a central part of ORC-
Solver that addresses many ORC layout patterns. In the fol-
lowing we describe the heuristic algorithm ORCSolver uses
to locally optimise sub-layouts involving flow in linear time,
in order to reduce their constraints. Without loss of generality
and to keep the description simple, we discuss only horizontal
flows as vertical flows are analogous. Furthermore, although
we call the elements arranged in flows ‘widgets’ as this is
the most common use case, they could be other sub-layouts,
which means the approach might be applied recursively.
Given an estimate of width based on firm edges, ORCSolver
first uses heuristics to compute all possible numbers of rows
in a horizontal flow, and then, given a specific number of rows,
ORCSolver computes the optimal arrangement of widgets in
the flow. ORCSolver can estimate minimum, preferred, and
maximum numbers of rows for a flow layout quickly by con-
sidering all contained widgets in their minimum, preferred,
and maximum widths, respectively. This range of possible
numbers of rows is then explored in the B&B process by re-
peatedly applying algorithm 1 with different numRows values.
Using a simple greedy heuristic, ORCSolver tiles one widget
after another until it hits a firm edge, and then move on to
the next row. To fill a row without leaving gaps, ORCSolver
redistributes the sizes of widgets evenly over the available
width to create a balanced appearance [75].
Objective Function
To create a ‘balanced’ layout appearance [75], our objective
function for flows is the sum of the L2 loss of the deviations
Algorithm 1: Greedy Flow Optimisation
1 i← 0 // widget index
2 for r← 1 to numRows do
3 start← i // index of first widget in row
// remaining available layout width
4 widthtotalAvail ← (numRows− r)×widthrow
// avg. deviation from pref. width
5 ∆← widthtotalAvail−∑ j≥start(width j)
numWidgets− start
// keep adding widgets while we get closer
to row width
6 widthrowAvail ← widthrow
7 while i < num_widgets AND
|widthrowAvail− (pre fWidthi+∆)|< |widthrowAvail | do
8 widthrowAvail ← widthrowAvail− (pre fWidthi+∆)
i← i+1
9 end
10 end← i−1 // index of last widget in row
// avg. deviation from pref. width for row
11 ∆row← (widthrow− ∑ j=start..end
pre fWidth j
end− start+1
// redistribute width in row to fit and set
height minimising squared deviations
12 for j← start to end do
13 width j← pre fWidth j +∆row
14 height j← ∑k=start..end(pre f Heightk)end− start+1
15 end
16 end
between preferred and resulting sizes, resulting in a least-
squares approach that reduces deviations by minimising their
squares. Further, deviations from the preferred widget sizes
can be scaled by widget weights:
(1)loss =∑
i
weighti × ((widthi − pre fWidthi)2
+ (heighti − pre f Heighti)2)
Instead of considering min/max constraints as hard constraints,
we consider them as soft ones with very large weights. We
add terms for them to the loss function, in a manner similar
to the squared deviations from preferred sizes. This allows
widgets to go beyond min/max sizes to avoid gaps in rows or
prevent infeasible layouts, but incurs high penalties to make
sure this is only done if there is no other solution. For the
optional widget pattern, described below, we assigned a loss
based on the omitted widgets’ weights. This ensures that the
layout contains as many of those widgets as possible.
GLOBAL OPTIMISATION USING BRANCH & BOUND
ORCSolver constructs the B&B tree for a layout based on
its formal ORC layout notation. The tree is initially con-
structed as a one-branch tree, containing sub-layouts in the
order in which they are chosen for processing based on their
Layout Pattern Heuristics Time Comparison
Simple Flow
Given: target number of rows and row widths.
See Algorithm 1.
1. Calculate the remaining available width in
the flow layout (line 4).
2. Before a new row, compute the average
deviation from preferred widths for all re-
maining widgets in the flow (∆) to estimate
how much width change is needed to fill
all rows completely (line 5).
3. While there are widgets, keep adding them
using the next widget’s preferred width
pre fWidthi plus ∆, which minimises over-
& underfill (lines 6-10).
4. Calculate average deviation from preferred
widths to fill row exactly (line 11).
5. Adjust widths and heights to minimise the
sum of squared deviations from the pre-
ferred ones (lines 12-14).
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Time Comparison of Simple Flow Layout
ORCSolver (Ours)    Pure Z3 Solver
 # Widgets in the Toolbars 
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Connected Flow
If two flows are connected, widgets in one
can move to the other.
Denote the set of widgets in the first flow W1
and second flow W2.
Given: #rows in the first flow r ∈ [0, #rows
flowing W1∪W2 in the first flow layout].
1. Flow widgets in W1∪W2 into the first flow
and stop when we reach the end of r rows.
2. Define final sets of widgets in the 2 flows.
W1’ = the widgets put into the first flow.
W2’ = (W1∪W2) \ W ′1.
3. Apply the flow algorithm to optimize.
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Time Comparison of Connected Flow Layout
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Flowing Around a Fixed Area
1. Divide the sub-layout into three areas: Up-
per, Middle, and Lower.
2. Process the three areas as three connected
flows using the approach described above. 0.023 0.024 0.025 0.031 0.041
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Table 1. Comparison between ORCSolver and other approaches for simple, connected flow, and flowing around a fixed area.
firm edges. For instance, the tree for the layout in Figure 3
with the notation Column(HorizontalFlow, Row(VerticalFlow,
TextBox)) can be represented as shown in Figure 6 a). Simi-
larly, the tree for the layout in Figure 4 with the formalization
Pivot(Column(HorizontalFlow, TextBox)) can be represented
as shown in Figure 5 a).
Starting from the root node, as ORCSolver goes down the
tree, it adds more and more constraints to the linear system.
Each node in the B&B tree has a layout specification con-
taining variables, constraints and objectives. As ORCSolver
goes down the tree, it clones the specification from the parent
node and add simplified variables, constraints, and objectives
for the current processed sub-layout based on the preprocess-
ing results (e.g., the heuristics for flows). ORCSolver solves
the specification using a quadratic solver in the leaf node to
calculate its overall loss value. If a node still contains OR-
constraints after simplification, the Z3 solver is used for the
solving step. Whenever ORCSolver reaches a node with a
larger penalty value than the currently best leaf, it removes
the entire sub-tree rooted at that node since the loss increases
further as it goes down the tree, with more sub-layouts being
processed to contribute to that loss. When hitting a leaf node,
Layout Pattern Heuristics Time Comparison
Balanced Flow
All rows contain the same number of widgets.
1. Compute all the factors of the total number
of widgets in the flow sub-layout.
2. Explore the different factors through B&B,
using appropriate numRows parameter val-
ues in the flow algorithm.
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Time Comparison of Balanced Flow Layout
ORCSolver (Ours)    Pure Z3 Solver
 # Widgets in the Toolbars 
QP for Flows Pure B&B
Optional Widgets
Widgets in flows can be optional. Approach
similar to Danzig’s greedy algorithm [9]:
1. Sort all optional widgets by ascending
weights and process flow row by row.
2. If the total sum of widths of the widgets
remaining to flow is greater than the avail-
able empty space in the flow (the estimated
deviation ∆ is negative) ,i.e., not enough
space in the remaining rows for all widgets,
try removing the optional widget with the
lowest priority, and then continue to re-
move widgets in ascending order of prior-
ity, as long as it reduces the loss.
3. If ∆ is positive ,i.e., there is more available
space for the remaining rows. check if we
have removed optional widgets which can
be added back in. We keep adding back
optional widgets with the highest priority
as long as it does not increase the loss.
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Time Comparison of Optional Widgets Layout
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Alternative Positions Alternative positions can be defined for wid-gets or sub-layouts. For example, a top tool-
bar can move to the left of the window or
vice versa when the screen size changes. The
preferred alternative is given a higher weight.
The final position is determined by B&B min-
imizing the objective function.
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Time Comparison of Alternative Positions Layout
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Table 2. Comparison between ORCSolver and other approaches for balanced flow, optional widgets layout, and alternative positions patterns.
ORCSolver compares its loss with the currently best solution.
If smaller, then the leaf is stored as the new best solution.
Figure 5 shows the B&B tree when ORCSolver solves the lay-
out in Figure 4, i.e., Pivot(Column(HorizontalFlow, TextBox)).
The root contains the original layout formalization. The Pivot
layout contains two alternatives, i.e., toolbar at the top or
toolbar on the left. The solver uses B&B to process the first al-
ternative, starting with the toolbar at the top, which means the
solver adds a child node to the root node containing a simpli-
fied specification, i.e., Column(HorizontalFlow, TextBox). The
solver then moves on to the next level of the tree, the Horizon-
talFlow, which contains a set of toolbar widgets. The solver
applies the heuristic solving module for the HorizontalFlow
and adds a new child node with a simplified specification, i.e.,
Column(heuristics result for HorizontalFlow, TextBox). The
solver also computes the loss of this node according to the
objective function. Then the solver moves on to process the
next level for the TextBox, which is a leaf node of the solving
tree. The layout does not contain any OR-constraints at this
node, so ORCSolver can use a normal quadratic programming
solver to calculate the final loss value for the layout. Once
Figure 5. Solving process for Figure 4’s layout. The Pivot layout has two
alternatives, which ORCSolver processes individually to find the best
solution.
it reaches a leaf node, a global variable is used to maintain
the currently best solution with the smallest loss value for the
whole layout. Whenever the loss of a reached node is larger
than the penalty of the currently best solution, ORCSolver
ignores the entire subtree of that node. Then it backtracks up
to the Pivot node and process the other alternative, i.e., tool-
bar on the left. ORCSolver processes this branch as before.
Whenever it reaches the bottom of the tree, ORCSolver checks
whether it has smaller penalty value than the currently best
solution and if so, overwrite the best solution.
Discrete Gradient Search
As part of the B&B process, the solver conducts a gradi-
ent search for better solutions based on parameters of the
heuristics modules, such as the number of rows or columns in
flows. For example, as shown in Figure 6, when ORCSolver
solves the layout in Figure 3, the solver first processes the
horizontal flow sub-layout since it is the first sub-layout in
the Column layout. It starts with the preferred number of
rows (numRowspre f ) to process the horizontal flow and get
a good local fit. Then it moves on to the next sub-layout in
the Column which is the Row. ORCSolver processes the Row
from left to right, so the next sub-layout to process is the ver-
tical flow. Similarly, it starts with the preferred number of
columns (numColspre f ). Finally, it adds the TextBox to the
window. If the remaining space is smaller than the TextBox’s
minimum size, there is no feasible solution. As ORCSolver
has reached a leaf of the tree, if a feasible solution exists, the
solver minimizes the quadratic objective function globally and
stores the result as the currently best solution. Then the solver
backtracks in the B&B tree to the VerticalFlow node and tries
other alternatives that may lead to a better solution. It starts
with the alternatives with fewer columns, i.e., in the order
of numColspre f - 1, numColspre f - 2, etc. We re-process the
VerticalFlow with numColspre f - 1 columns first, and go down
the tree to the TextBox. If we did not get a feasible solution
in the previous branch, there may be a feasible solution in
this branch, since, as we squashed the vertical flow area, there
is now more space for the TextBox. Then, our currently best
solution would be the leaf of this branch. If it was feasible in
the previous branch, then the overall objective value may be
smaller now. If it is smaller, we update the currently best solu-
tion accordingly and process the next VerticalFlow alternative
with numColspre f - 2 columns. If that is not better than the the
previous branch, ORCSolver stops trying even fewer columns
since that would continue the trend of a narrower, taller Verti-
calFlow and lead to worse results. Analogously, it also tries
increasing numbers of columns starting from numColspre f +1
until that also increases the loss.
The overall idea of our approach is to first try the local best
fit with the preferred number of rows/columns in the flow at
each flow node and then gradually explore into the direction of
decreasing overall loss by adding new branches to process for
both smaller and larger numbers of rows/columns. After get-
ting the best solution for the VerticalFlow, ORCSolver back-
tracks to process the HorizontalFlow. Similarly, our solver
gradually explores in the directions of decreasing overall loss
values. For each branch created for the HorizontalFlow, it
proceeds down the branch following the same process for the
VerticalFlow as in the main stem. By backtracking and explor-
ing possible better solutions, it optimises the solution for the
overall layout.
Constraint Solving
Each node in the B&B tree inherits all the variables, con-
straints and objectives from its parent and creates new bound-
ary variables (top, bottom, left, right) for the corresponding
sub-layout. If a sub-layout S has min/pref/max sizes, we attach
the following constraints to it:
S.right−S.left = S.prefWidth [SOFT ]
S.bottom−S.top = S.prefHeight [SOFT ]
S.right−S.left ≥ S.minWidth
S.bottom−S.top≥ S.minHeight
S.right−S.left ≤ S.maxWidth
S.bottom−S.top≤ S.maxHeight
As a quadratic programming solver cannot handle soft con-
straints directly, and instead of adding the soft constraints to
the system, we rewrite the two soft constraints by adding slack
variables δ1 and δ2:
S.right−S.left+δ1 = S.pref _width
S.bottom−S.top+δ2 = S.pref _height
Similarly, we add slack variables to all other soft constraints.
In addition, we add squares of all slack variables into the objec-
tive function, i.e., with N soft constraints with slack variables
δ1, δ2, ..., δN , we have the following objective function:
Minimize δ 21 +δ
2
2 + ...+δ
2
N
ORCSolver runs the quadratic programming solver to solve
the constraint system based on the variables, constraints, and
objectives in a leaf node and get an objective value as the loss
for the node to drive the B&B process.
IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented our solver in Python using a state-of-the-art
quadratic programming solver, OSQP [4], as our default solver.
Solving with B&B is performed recursively with a method
solve() that is implemented by all layout types, which makes it
fairly easy to extend ORCSolver with new layout patterns and
Figure 6. The solving process for the layout shown in Figure 3. After applying heuristics for flows, ORCSolver gets the preferred number of rows r in
the horizontal flow and the preferred number of columns c in the vertical flow. a) ORCSolver constructs a tree for the layout based on the ORC notation
and process it to get the penalty value for the main branch Loss(r,c). b) ORCSolver adds a new branch for the vertical flow with c−1 columns and get
its penalty value Loss(r,c−1). If Loss(r,c−1)≥ Loss(r,c), then it stops searching for smaller numbers of columns in the feasible range since the loss is
already growing and smaller numbers can only lead to worse solutions. If Loss(r,c−1)< Loss(r,c), ORCSolver stores this new branch as the currently
best solution and c) move on to process smaller numbers of columns and repeat the same process. It stops trying smaller number of columns until a new
branch is worse than its previous branch. d) ORCSolver tries larger numbers of columns in the same way. After finishing processing the vertical flow
sub-layout, e) ORCSolver backtracks to the horizontal flow sub-layout and repeat the same process.
heuristics. ORCSolver with its API is available as open source
from https://github.com/YueJiang-nj/ORCSolver-CHI2020.
EVALUATION
To compare ORCSolver and three other approaches to solve
layout specifications with OR-constraints, we measured the
runtimes required to solve ORC layouts. We conducted the
experiments on a laptop with an Intel i5 CPU and measured
the average execution time over 10 runs each with random
feasible device sizes and random number of widgets in each
flow, while keeping the total number of widgets constant. We
found that the time varied only little between device sizes and
was mainly determined by the total number of widgets. To
avoid users touching complex constraints directly, Jiang et al.
[38] proposed to describe layouts with ORC layout patterns.
We based our work on the same approach and evaluated ORC-
Solver on six widely used layout patterns, including simple
flow, connected flow, flow around a fixed area (all in Table 1),
balanced flow, optional widgets, and alternative positions (all
in Table 2). Most of these layouts are widely used in document
layout and are not feasible with previous GUI layout systems.
The work on ORC layouts [38] used Z3 [10] to solve layout
specifications with OR-constraints. Although various Mixed
Integer Programming (MIP) and Satisfiability Modulo Theo-
ries (SMT) solvers exist for constraint-based systems, Z3 is
the only solver that can deal with disjoint disjunctions and
solve constraint systems with OR-constraints efficiently. Z3
dominates the competition in the SMT-COMP events [12] , as
it is typically much faster than most competitors on most tasks.
We compare ORCsolver with the following three approaches:
Figure 7. Layout results with a) Z3 Solver and b) our ORCSolver.
Pure Z3 Solver This is the original solving technique for
ORC layouts [38] using the state-of-the-art Z3 solver for
OR-constraint systems.
QP for Flows Each widget in flows has min/pref/max size
constraints. This approach solves all these constraints in
B&B nodes using the state-of-the-art OSQP quadratic pro-
gramming solver, after applying our heuristics simplifying
the flow constraints.
Pure B&B In addition to using B&B for optimising layout pa-
rameters, such as the number of rows/columns in flows, this
approach also uses B&B to optimise the internal structure of
the layouts, e.g., solves flows with each branch representing
different numbers of widgets in each row/column.
Our API allows us to plug in different solvers for different
ORC patterns (including ORCSolver, “QP for Flows”, and
“Pure B&B”). As shown in the logarithmic plots in Table 1
and Table 2, ORCSolver can solve layout patterns at near-
interactive rates and about two orders of magnitude faster than
other methods, especially when the number of widgets is large.
Differences in Outcomes
Different solving approaches may lead to different resulting
layouts. Z3’s default WMax [55] optimization, which was
used in the original ORC layout work [38], is fast but does
not balance deviations between violated constraints, which
Figure 8. Different possible outcomes may have the same objective value.
leads to an unbalanced, less aesthetic appearance [75]. For
example, as shown in Figure 7, if three widgets in a row have
the same preferred size and the row width is not enough or
too large for all of them to have their preferred size, then
WMax [55] tries to make two of them have the preferred size
to satisfy as many constraints as possible, which may lead to a
bad layout result (Figure 7a). One can avoid this problem by
applying a quadratic objective function within Z3, but this is
prohibitively slow (several minutes for 10+ widgets) and none
of Z3’s other optimizers improves this. Many differences of
Z3’s outputs are due to its inability to solve quadratic func-
tions tractably. By using quadratic programming, our solver
distributes the deviations over the widgets and balances their
appearance (Figure 7b). Thus, ORCSolver is not only faster
than Z3, but also able to produce more balanced and aesthetic
results. As complex layouts are often underspecified, several
possible optimal solutions may exist. For example, as shown
in Figure 8, placing the buttons either in the third row or a sec-
ond column may have the same objective value, and different
solvers may make different choices. The general challenge of
underspecification can be addressed with suitable GUI editors
[74, 77].
Computational Complexity
In the B&B process we start with a one-branch search tree and
add more branches for different sub-layout parameters such
as flows with different numbers of rows/columns. Yet, the
number of branches we add is often very small as it is bounded
by the feasible parameter range, e.g., the minimum to maxi-
mum numbers of rows/columns in flows, and we stop adding
branches in either direction (smaller or larger than the pre-
ferred number) once the previous branch has larger loss than
the current best result. Hence, we only have an approximately
constant factor of branches to add. The time complexity to
process each branch from root to leaf is O(numSublayouts).
For each leaf, we use quadratic programming to solve the
simplified layout specification, which has average polynomial
complexity and is roughly linear in practice. Our heuristics
for solving ORC patterns are O(numWidgets). Therefore the
overall complexity of ORCSolver is approximately linear in
practice. By comparison, the original ORCLayout approach
[38] used only Z3, which exhibits exponential runtime. Since
“QP for Flows” solves a quadratic programming problem for
each B&B node, its complexity is at least quadratic. “Pure
B&B” is a brute-force method with exponential complexity.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented ORCSolver, an efficient solver
for adaptive GUI layout with OR-constraints. Our approach
overcomes the main performance bottleneck for using OR-
constrained layouts, and enables ORC systems to be solved
efficiently at near-interactive rates even with large numbers
of widgets. A formal notation for ORC layouts enables ORC-
Solver to support various types of layout patterns efficiently.
Our modular approach of defining sub-layouts and correspond-
ing solvers creates a framework that allows for further expan-
sion, e.g., for different layout patterns and solving strategies.
The novel ORCSolver approach is based on a branch&bound
algorithm using interval arithmetic on layout parameters to
limit the branching factor, so that OR-constraint systems for
GUI layouts can be solved at near-interactive speeds. As
illustrated through the performance graphs, our approach can
solve various layout patterns much faster than previous work,
typically by two orders of magnitude for larger layouts, which
is a major improvement that becomes more important as GUI
layouts get more sophisticated. The results show that it is now
in principle feasible to solve ORC layouts on mobile devices.
Efficient solving of constraint-based layout systems also en-
ables interactive modification and/or adaptation of layouts.
Given that solving times reach at most 0.1 - 0.3 seconds, this
means that ORCSolver can recompute layouts at speeds that
are high enough to support a window resize or interactive GUI
editing. Finally, our new approach enables designers to utilize
the benefits of the unification of conventional constraint-based
and flow layouts, which opens up new possibilities for GUI
design. This is especially important for the definition of flexi-
ble GUI layouts that adapt seamlessly to screens with different
sizes, orientations, or aspect ratios – while still being based on
only a single layout specification.
Limitations and Future Work
ORCSolver solves a layout based on the formal specification
of said layout. Thus, users currently have to specify a layout
manually before feeding it into ORCSolver. Designers cur-
rently cannot visually specify ORC patterns through a GUI.
Although there is a visual editor for ORC layouts, the editor
does not yet allow users to specify resizing behaviour purely
by direct manipulation. Inferring an ORC pattern from a lay-
out is an avenue for future work. Additional heuristics such
as meta-heuristics for optimization might further accelerate
the solving process, but might also sacrifice accuracy. For
example, large neighbourhood search [58] could find good
candidate solutions by prioritizing promising search paths.
We could also provide more heuristic rules and let the user
choose which heuristic they want to use, or choose heuris-
tics automatically based on runtime constraints, which can
make our framework more flexible and generic. Finally, our
current implementation does not support incremental solving.
A warm-start solving option after a change in a layout is a
useful functionality we plan to add in the future. Adding an
incremental approach might reach real-time performance.
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